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Wildz Casino Sister Sites. Launched in 2019, Wildz already made a name for itself thanks to its

platform, Rootz Limited. It feels friendly and kind of quirky with graphics that impress. Licensed and
regulated in Malta, it’s a safe place to play your favorite games. The choice of slots is impressive with

60+ software providers available in the lobby. The payment options are decent. Players from New
Zealand and Canada will find the depositing options they need. Withdrawals are normally processed

within 24 hours. This can vary depending on the banking method you chose. Kick-off with a 100%
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deposit match up to €500 plus 200 free spins. The bonus has rather low wagering requirements (35xB).
Wildz is definitely a cool spot to get wild and have fun. Wildz Casino Sister Sites. Following in the

footsteps of Wildz, Wheelz Casino was the next brand launched by award-winning Rootz Ltd. Due to the
huge success of Wildz, it only made sense to create another fun casino. While the sites are quite similar,

you will still find a few differences. Wheelz’s star attraction is David “The Hoff” Hasselhoff, who is an
ambassador of the brand. You will see his influence all over the site. Both sisters target the same

markets, so you will find all the necessary payment options and the slots games you love. To get started
on your Wheelz journey, claim 20 no-deposit free spins which are added to your account instantly. After

that, grab a 100% match up to €300 plus 100 free spins on top of your first deposit . New Casino for
CA/NZ 60+ Providers 20 No Deposit Spins. Wheelz Casino is a new site that launched in 2021. It was

created by Rootz Limited and their proprietary platform under an MGA license. Since it is a sister site to
Wildz, it received positive feedback from players. We expect more brands from this company soon.

David Hasselhoff is the face of Wheelz, and that’s not the only interesting thing the site has to offer. There
are thousands of slots, table games, live casino games and regular tournaments. Banking is easy with

popular payment methods and fast withdrawals. The special promotions are superb. Start off with 20 no-
deposit free spins , no code is needed. +100 Spins Low Min Deposit Great VIP Club. Following the

success of Wheelz and Wildz among players, the Rootz team decided to hit the audience with another
amazing and bright website called Caxino. The most distinguished feature of Caxino is its low minimum
deposit. And when you think “low” in terms of a casino, you would assume something like €5 or €10 but

Caxino welcomes its customers to deposit as low as €1! On top of your first deposit, you will be getting a
nice 100% bonus that comes with 100 free spins. Make sure to maximise the offer. Caxino has a lot to

bring on the table so we definitely recommend trying this new site. Impressive Game Collection
Streaming Casino Smooth Cashouts. Spinz Casino is the fourth addition to the Rootz family and so far it

looks very impressive and of high quality. As you might notice, Rootz always trying to come up with
something innovative to attract players. As a result, Spinz has followed another trend which is streaming.

Spinz is using its own streaming platform to engage with players and promote new games or
promotions. That’s actually a superb idea to create Spinz community. No doubt that Spinz will become a

very popular casino among many players thanks to thousands of games, smooth payments and
incredible bonuses. Similar Sites to Wildz. Because of the main character of the website, we find Rizk
Casino to be a perfect fit, if you are looking for sites like Wildz. Players here are more than happy with

the banking options and fast withdrawals . Rizk was established in 2016 and gained huge popularity with
a lot of trust. There aren’t any no-deposit bonuses. Instead, you can enjoy a 100% match up to £/$/€100

+ 50 spins bonus on your first deposit . If you prefer to test the casino first, we suggest the site like
Casumo. It is one of the most recognized brands for players from Canada and New Zealand. The game
collection is stunning. And the same-day cash outs are always an advantage. Try this award-winning site
with 20 free spins . New customers only. Min £10 deposit. Neteller and Skrill excluded. Max bonus £100.

Wagering deposit + bonus 20x within 30 days. Bonus max bet £5. 10 spins per day for 5 days. Game
weighting apply. Play Responsibly | 18+ begambleaware.org | Full T&C’s Apply. 100% up to £/$/€100 +

50 Spins Fast withdrawals, 24/7 Best Player Experience 2018 Award. After launching in 2016, Rizk
immediately followed the footsteps of its sister, Guts casino, by winning the New Casino of the Year

Award. The player experience here is simply superb. The withdrawals are almost instant (0-4 hours). You
can lock withdrawals, meaning that you cannot reverse it, if suddenly you have the rush to loose it back.

Withdrawals are also processed over the weekend. Rizk has many special promos for loyal players. The
casino has a friendly, low wager welcome bonus to get you started. Try it out! First deposit only. Min

deposit & spend £10. Max 30 spins on Sweet Bonanza at 20p per spin. Spins credited upon spend of
£10. Full T&Cs apply. Bingo & Casino Several Ongoing Promos Exclusive Bonus. MrQ is a relatively

new addition to the iGaming market. The site launched in 2018 as a stand alone brand. And we are sure
you will get hooked with MrQ. The website clearly excels in terms, regulations and mobile experience.

You can find casino games from popular providers along with several bingo rooms. UK players can enjoy
banking with PayPal and pay-by-phone. Another advantage to MrQ is the no wagering welcome bonus of

30 free spins. Yes, it is good to have a wager free promotion, but we wouldn’t mind a more generous
offer. Note: New Customer Offer. T&C’s Apply. 18+. The maximum allowed bet containing bonus money

is €/$5. Bonus winnings from higher bets will be removed. 250 free spins with 1st dep Perfect for CA,
EU. Boom Casino is the newest site from Hero Gaming. Even though it was launched in 2020, we

already know it is a quality product since it is a sister site to Simple and Casino Heroes. The company
has built an impressive catalog with over 1,500 slots and table games. Lightning fast cash-outs and



quick deposits are two amazing qualities of Boom. There is also helpful customer care. If that is not
enough to tempt you, the welcome bonus is a 100% match up to $800 plus 250 free spins . Besides, the

sign up offer, there are various regular promotions and Boom Cash features. Boom is a nice spot for
players from Canada and Europe. Do not miss the chance to test this site. 18+ Full T&C’s Apply. New

players Only. £10 min deposit. £5 max bet using bonus. 40 x wagering applies. Bonus valid for 14 days.
30 Spins on pre-selected games will be credited instantly + then 30 per day for 9 days. Free Spins valid

for 72 hours from credit. Max Free Spins winnings £100. Skrill + Neteller excluded. Always refer to
Bonus Terms – www.begambleaware.org. 24 hours cashouts New casino. Casoola is a new and

exciting site that comes with the reassurance of trusted ownership. Genesis Global is famous for its
quality and reliable brands. They did a good job with Casoola and its cool, modern design. There are
over 1,500+ games in the lobby with lucrative ongoing promotions. Loyal customers can join the VIP
program to score even more. The welcome promotion gets as high as $1,500 + 200 free spins on

Reactoonz. With quick cash outs and convenient payment options, Casoola is definitely worth a try. 20
free spins on Book of Dead game upon registration with NO wagering requirements or deposit required
for spins and 100% deposit bonus up to £300: Min deposit £10 and 30x wagering requirements apply
on bonus. Max bet applies. T&C apply. Please gamble responsibly, be gamble aware. Award Winning

Online Casino 20 Free Spins on sign up Perfect reputation. Casumo was founded in 2012. Year by year,
it continues to prove itself as one of the most trustworthy casinos. The site has an interesting backstory.
Casumo was launched when a parallel universe contacted them in desperate need of help. That help

was to bring its customers pure joy and excitement! The site has an astonishing library of 2,000+ casino
games. Casumo can brag about its slots and live dealers, which are constantly being updated! They are
always bringing more fun for its loyal players. Rumor has it, Casumo has more games than moons in the
solar system… Casumo has won multiple awards. Withdrawals are practically instant and they have no
limit. The bottom line is; this is a perfect online casino. Try it with no risk using their 20 free spins at sign

up. Review & Bonuses. Wildz Casino has prepared a pretty wild welcome bonus for all new players.
Deposit at least €10 to be eligible for the welcome bonus. Wildz Casino will double your deposit, and get
you 200 Free Spins on top of that . The first deposit match-up goes up to €500. Once you complete the

bonus, 200 Free Spins are heading your way. Go to the My Rewards section, and claim the first 25 Free
Spins on the first day. In the following 7 days, you will get the rest of your 200 freebies. The first portion

can be used on Sweet Bonanza. The following day use your 25 Free Spins on Money Train 2. The other
games you can use your Free Spins on are Eastern Emeralds, Razor Shark, Gonzo’s Quest Megaways,

Midas Golden Touch, Deadwood, and John Hunter and the Tomb of the Scarab Queen. Wildz Casino
Live Casino Wildz Casino Bonus Wildz Casino Games. There is a 35x wagering requirement on all

bonuses you receive. Next, Wildz Casino offers the Progress Bar, and the minimum bet here is €0.20
per spin. As you advance through levels, you get a turn on Levelz, which is a mini-slot that delivers

tailored rewards for your favorite games. From time to time, the Double Speed bonus will end up on your
account, delivering chips that speed up your progress, enabling you to reach higher levels more quickly
and get double prizes. Also, players will benefit from promotions such as Spinback Free Spins, where
you get a Free Spin every time you miss on 5 successive real-money spins. There are cashback and
loyalty programs waiting for you as well. Games at Wildz. When talking about software providers, here

you will find industry giants Push Gaming, Nolimit City, Relax Gaming, NetEnt, ELK Studios, Quickspin ,
and plenty of others. There are over 1,300 titles on offer, so there is plenty to pick from. In the Video Slots
section, pick between classic video slots, jackpot games, new releases, and classics. Enjoy games like

Jammin’ Jars and Jammin’ Jars 2, Tiki Tumble, Fire in the Hole, Book of Shadows, Dazzle Me
Megaways, Finn and the Swirly Spin, Tropi Cool, Visitors, Midas Coins, Golden Glyph 1 and 2, Big Bad
Wolf, etc. As for table games, you can play Roulette, Blackjack, Poker, Baccarat, Keno, and others. Of
course, there are variants of these games on offer. Live Dealer games come from the experts of the

business – Evolution, and all popular titles can be found here, including Deal or no Deal, Monopoly Live.
Sit at Blackjack and Poker tables to test your luck with other participants. Banking. Wildz Casino

accepts payments made in Euro. Banking methods include credit and debit cards, such as Visa and
Master Card, e-wallets MuchBetter, ecoPayz, Skrill, Neteller, and Paysafecard vouchers . The minimum
deposit is €10. The bank transfer is used for withdrawal only. The minimum you can withdraw is €20. To

check the fees Wildz charges for deposits, visit your account, and go to the Deposits section.
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